“We have a position available in the video lab here at Microsoft PC hardware. It is a good opportunity for someone interested and skilled in color image science for digital pictorial still and video.”

ICE Video Vendor job description

Microsoft PC hardware division’s ICE video lab is looking for a vendor engineer to assist in video development and testing. This includes working in a video lab, designing and executing video tests and evaluations, drawing inferences from data, and recommending actionable steps forward.

Candidate must have technical imaging degree (color image science preferred) and demonstrated history of digital color image engineering, terminology and development. Candidate must know pictorial color image testing techniques for still and video. Adjacent education or experience in video compression, audio, or psychometrics is desired.

The candidate must be self motivated and be able to work with minimal direction to own and drive things to conclusion. Must be conscientious and able to document ideas and procedures and present to team.

Candidate must have proficiency in writing code for image analysis. Matlab is preferred.

This position is open immediately in Redmond WA, and will continue through June 2011. Possibility for extending farther depending on business needs.

Interested candidates please send resume to Andrew Juenger at Microsoft ajuenger@microsoft.com